Abstract. In order to improve aircraft tractor's ride comfort and traction friendly, this paper takes the MR semi-active suspension as the research object and establishes half body model. Through fitting, this paper obtained the magnetic rheological damper's damping expression, designed a magnetic rheological damper with low pressure nitrogen compensation structure. The fuzzy control is used to study suspension's performance. Aiming for reducing body acceleration, this paper introduced the thought of adaptive control to adjust the domain constantly. The simulation results shows that the adaptive fuzzy control can improve aircraft tractor's suspension function obviously with small amount of calculation, good real-time performance. This algorithm has self-adaptability to the changes in the suspension parameters, easy to meet the control system's requirement and realize in engineering.
Introduction
Aircraft tractor is an important airport equipment which works at the airport by pulling or pushing to achieve short-distance aircraft movement [1] . Recent years, with advances in materials science and breakthrough in magneto-rheological anti-settling technology, magneto-rheological damper has been widely used in various fields because of its precise real-time control, capable of continuous change and reversible damping force, simple mechanical and electrical construction and energy less consumption [2] .Suspension is a complex, nonlinear systems. Since classical control theory is not easy to control, there already have many studies using modern control theory and intelligent control theory. [3] used optimal control algorithm for quarter body model. The results showed that control is better than passive suspension, but the choice of weighting coefficients mainly depends on the designer's experience, lacking theoretical basis; [4] used robust control, however not only computing increase but controller is conservative and real-time is bad; Fuzzy control does not depend on the precise mathematical model and has advantages in dealing with non-linear problems. With characteristic of self-tuning adaptive control, it can get very good control effect [5] .
Semi-active Suspension System for Aircraft Tractors
Mathematical Model of Suspension System. Aircraft tractor's front wheels adopt independent suspension and rear wheels were directly connected with the body. Half body model is appropriate. A simplified model of the vehicle body is shown in Figure 1 Currently, the establishment of magneto-rheological damper mainly relies on the method of mechanical model tests. [6] and [7] pointed magneto-rheological shock absorber damping force can be expressed in equation (2) :
In in equation, h is MRF zero-field viscosity; p A is the effective area of the piston; K and b is MRF test constants; N is the number of turns; I is the intensity of the electric current.
After checking, when 0.01m
, N = 245, the damping force -velocity curve of magneto-rheological shock absorber is shown in Figure 3 . So the control current can be obtained according to equation (1) after getting adaptive fuzzy control of damping force. This article takes acceleration error and derivative of sprung mass as the input of adaptive fuzzy control system. So it is a two-inputs and single-output system which structure is shown in Figure 4 . Since the inputs and output are functions of time whose domains can be written as (()) Xxt , (()) Yyt and (()) Zut . Fuzzy control rule is: Fig.4 Adaptive fuzzy control structure of two input and one output Determine of Domain and Quantitative Factors. In order to simplify the set of control parameters, usually fuzzy domain was set integer. This process is called variable discrete. Assume three fuzzy subsets domains are:
Quantization factor refers to the selected scale factor when transforming the accurate physical variables into fuzzy variables. When the aircraft tractor drives at speed of 5m/s on an A level road, conversion factors of the inputs and output are determined by simulations, i.e. << . Control Algorithm for Adaptive Fuzzy. Essence of fuzzy control algorithm is a kind of interpolation function [8] . Adaptive fuzzy control is no exception which can be written as follow:
This article applied a new point of view. Assuming theoretical domain of input is
[,] Xxx =-. Through adaptive fuzzy control, the theoretical domain (generally become smaller) is bound to change. We could first make the input variables time the inverse of scaling factor, then applying it into the case of the adaptive control system, so we can keep the domain of body and control rules of fuzzy control does not change without reducing the accuracy of fuzzy control [9] .The structure is shown in Figure 5 . In which, n is the spatial frequency; n 0 is reference spatial frequency; ( ) 0 q Gnis road power spectral density at frequency value of n 0 . It is a constant at the entire frequency range, i.e. "white noise." In order to facilitate analysis of the problem in the state space, converted it into a form of time domain: 
The Simulation Results Analysis
According to the above half body model, adaptive fuzzy control algorithm and road model, this article established a simulation model in Simulink. Assuming the aircraft tractor with a speed of 5m/s, the simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 to 9 .Performance indicators for passive suspension and adaptive fuzzy control are showed in Table 1 .
As can be seen, for semi-active suspension using magneto-rheological adaptive fuzzy control, body acceleration and suspension displacement have significantly reduced, indicating a better performance than passive suspension. The deformation of the tire is no better than that of passive suspension. This is mainly because the fuzzy control rules are developed out of the purpose of reducing the body acceleration which has almost no effects on the low-speed vehicles such aircraft tractor. Conclusions 1) On the basis of theoretical analysis and simulation tests, magneto-rheological damper based on the mixed mode was designed using obtained damping force model through data fitting. Results showed that it can meet the requirements of the aircraft tractor and also could be controlled through changing the size of the current.
2) Compared to the fuzzy control, adaptive fuzzy control is of higher precision, smaller overshoot, shorter adjustment time, and no oscillation. Adaptive fuzzy control can well improve vehicle ride comfort. And it is significantly better than the passive suspension.in both body acceleration and suspension travel.
3) The designed adaptive fuzzy control algorithm does not require domain-by-point conversion in the implementation process, which greatly reduces the amount of computation so as to enhance the real-time performance of control algorithm and reduce the requirements for hardware of control system and be easy to implement in engineering.
